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(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. We extend from one-dimensional to two-dimensional series the re-

sults by Hardy and Littlewood [6] on the Lr-integrability of the sum / and the

results by Stechkin [10] on the L -integrability of the maximum partial sum

M* in the case of cosine and sine series with monotone coefficients. Among

others, we prove that the //-integrability of / and M* is essentially equiva-

lent for r > 1 in the two-dimensional setting, too. Simultaneously, we extend

our earlier results in [7] from one-dimensional to two-dimensional Walsh series.

1. Introduction

We will consider the double cosine series
oo    oo

(1.1) y^ y^ À ¡kkajk cos jx cos ky
j=0 k=0

and the double sine series
oo     oo

(1.2) YlJ2ajksinJxsinky
j=\ k=\

on the positive quadrant [0, n] x [0, n\ of the two-dimensional torus, where

A0 = \- and A. = 1 for /' > 1, and the double Walsh series

oo    oo

(!-3) Y,Y,ajkwj(x)wk(y)
j=0 k=0

on the unit square [0, 1 ) x [0, 1 ). As to the definition of the Walsh functions

wax) in the Paley enumeration, we refer the reader to [1, p. 60]. Usually we

assume that the real coefficients ajk are such that

(1.4) ajk>0,        Axoajk>0,        Aoxajk>0,        Axxajk>0
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where

Aioajk = ajk-aj+\,k>

Aoiajk=ajk-aj,k+i>

Anajk = ajk - aj+\,k - a,,k+\ + aj+i,k+i       U,k> 0).

The second and third inequalities in (1.4) express the fact that {ajk} as a

sequence is monotone decreasing in both j and k . If {ajk} is a null sequence

in the sense that

(1.5) ajk —» 0   as max(j, k) —> oo,

then the first three inequalities in (1.4) follow from the fourth one.

We denote by smn(x, y) the rectangular partial sums of series (1.1 )—( 1.3).

For example, in the case of series (1.1),

m     n

smn(x'y) - Y.^2x/kajkcosJxcosky    (m>n ^ °)-

Applying double summation by parts, it is routine to show that if conditions

(1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied, then series ( 1.1)—( 1.3) converge in Pringsheim's

sense, i.e., the finite limit

smn(x, y) ^ f(x, y)   as min(m, n) -» oo

exists, except possibly at x — 0 or y = 0 in the case of series (1.1) and (1.3).

We set

(1-6) A7*(x, y) = sup\smn(x,y)\
m ,n

for the maximum partial sum of series (1.1 )—( 1.3) and

sr = I EEK*iru + l)"2(k +1)"~2        (r > °)

where the summations are extended over j, k > 0 in the case of series (1.1)

and (1.3), and over j, k > 1 in the case of series (1.2). By Holder's inequality,

(0 < r < r < oo).

In the sequel, by ||^||f we mean the Lr-norm {fÔ Jq \g(x, y)\rdxdy} in

the case of series (1.1) and (1.2), and {/0 /0 \g(x, y)\r dxdy} 'r in the case of

series (1.3). Furthermore, by C we denote a positive absolute constant which

may be different from place to place; by Cr, Cr we denote positive constants

depending only on r(> 1).
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2. An upper estimate in case r > 1

The following results are extensions of those by Stechkin [10] (in the case

of r = 1) and the present author [7] from one-dimensional to two-dimensional

series.

Theorem 1. If condition (1.4) is satisfied and r > 1, then

(2.1) \\M*\\r<CrSr.

This implies immediately the following

Corollary 1. If condition (1.4) is satisfied and Sr < oo for some r > \, then the

sum f is L'-integrable and

Wsmn-f\\r^°   as min(m, n) ^ oo.

In particular, series (1.1 )—( 1.3) are Fourier series of their sums.

We need the two-parameter version of an inequality of Hardy and Littlewood

[5].

Lemma 1. If ajk > 0, r > 1, c, > 1, and c2 > 1, then

oooc . i   P      Q \ ( 2 \ r   oo     oo

EE^y EE«J -U-ik-o) EE^/^"C2-
p=l q=\ *   *      \j=\k=\       j V  ' A2        V    j=\ k=\

Lemma 1 is a discrete version of Lemma 2 below (cf. [11, vol. 2, p. 129]).

Proof of Theorem 1. We prove it in a more general setting. Let {fAx): j =

1,2,...} be a sequence of real-valued functions defined on the interval [0, 1 ].

Let
m     n

smn(x > y) = Y.Y.ajkfj(x)fk(y)    («. »> i)
j=\ k=\

where the aJk satisfy condition (1.4) and let M* he defined by (1.6). We

assume that the fÂx) are uniformly bounded:

(2.2) \f.(x)\ < B(< oo)      (;>1;0<x<1)

and that the sum of the first m functions f(x) (the so-called Dirichlet kernel

in the case of series (1.1)) is such that

(2.3) \D(x) E/,o
j=i

< —       (m> 1;0<jc< 1).
x

As is well known, inequality (2.3) is satisfied in the case of cosine and sine

functions (see, e.g., [11, vol. 1, p. 51]) and Walsh functions [3].

Given 0 < x, y < 1, define the positive integers p and q such that

^    A, 11 11
2.4 --<x<-   and    -r<y<~.

p+\ -p q+\      y * q
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Using (2.2) we can estimate in a trivial manner

P-\q-\ q-\

(2.5)       \smn(x,y)\<B¿y£¿2aJk + B¿2
j=\ k=\ k=\

J2ajkfj(x)
j=p

P-\

+ *E
7=1

Eajkfk(y)
k=q

zZY.ajkfM)fk(y)
j=P k=q

It may happen that some of these sums are empty.  As usual, an empty sum

means zero.

A summation by parts gives

m-l

T,ajkfj(x) = ~apkDp_x(x) + 53 Dj(x)Axoajk + amkDJx)
j=p j=p

whence, by (1.4) and (2.3),

J2ajkfj(x)
j=p

2C
< ~%k-

By (1.4) and (2.4),

q-\

E
k=\ J=P

(2.6)

Analogously, we have

(2.7)

T,ajkfjW <^Cp\Tapk<4cJ2Eajk-
fe=l j=\ k=\

p-\

E;=i
Eajkfk(y)
k=q

p-\   q

^cEE^-
) = \ k=\

Finally, a double summation by parts yields

m     n m—\n—\

zZT.ajkfM)fk(y)= yLY.DM)Dk(y)\^]k
j=P k=q

m-l

JQ

j=p k=q

m-\

+ E Dj(x)Dn(y)\o«jn - E Dj(x)D9(y)Aloaj
j=p j=p
n-\ H-l

+ J2Dm(x)Dk(y)A0Xamk-J2Dp(x)Dk(y)A0Xapk
k=q k=q

+ amnDm(x)D„(y) - apnDp(x)Dn(y) - amqDJx)Dq(y)

+ apqDp(x)Dq(y).
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Hence, by means of (1.4), (2.3), and (2.4),

(2.8) HEajkfj(x)fk(y)
)=P k=q

4<£

-  xy UP"

P      Q
,2'< \6Cpqapq< \6C2J2T,a

Combining (2.5)-(2.8) furnishes

„1     „i oo    oo

/        [M*(x,y)]rdxdy<CrTT--r^-ñ    EE

By virtue of Lemma 1, this implies that (2.1) is proved.

7=1 k=\

3.   A LOWER ESTIMATE IN CASE   r > 1

In case (i) of Theorem 2 below we assume a00 = a 0 = aok = 0   (j', k > 1 ),

and accordingly we require the fulfillment of ( 1.4) only for j, k > 1 this time.

Theorem 2. If conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied and the sums f of series

(1.1)—(1.3) belong to Lr for some r>\, then

(i) in the case of series (1.1) and (1.2),

/ \ '/'
f     OO       OO \

(3-D EE^r2    ^
\j=2 k=2 J

(ii) in the case of series (1.3),

I X—^X—*    r   / -i \f — 2
I   o

(3-2) EEiw   I   ^
V>=1 A:=l

These results are extensions of those by Hardy and Littlewood [6] (see also

[11, vol. 2, p. 129]) and by the present author [7] from one-dimensional to two-

dimensional series. We note that case (i) in Theorem 2 is a direct consequence

of the results of [2] by D'yachenko and [8] by the present author.

Due to the first two conditions in (1.4) and condition (1.5), the first row

in series (1.1) corresponding to k — 0 (while dropping the factor A0 = \)

converges, except possibly at x = 0 :

oo

J2 ¿jajocosJ* = f\ (x) > say-
7=0

By virtue of the one-dimensional result in [6], for r > 1 we have

OO pTi OO

Cr}2 V2 * /   \fx(x)\Fdx < C^a^J + ir1.
j=2 Jo ,=o
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Likewise, the first column in series (1.1) corresponding to j = 0 converges,

except possibly at y = 0 :
oo

^2¿kaQkcosky = f2{y), say,
k=0

and we have an analogous pair of inequalities as above.

Similar estimates hold in the case of series (1.2) and (1.3) (see [7] concerning

(1.3)).
We agree to denote by fx(x) and f2(y) the sum of the first row and the first

column, respectively, in each case of series (1.1) (dropping A0 = 1/2), (1.2)

(dropping siny or sinx, respectively), and (1.3). Combining Theorems 1 and

2 with the corresponding one-dimensional results yields the following

Corollary 2. Assume that conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied and r > 1.

Then the sums f(x, y), fx (x), and f2(y) belong to Lr if and only if Sr < oo.

In particular, M* belongs to Lr if and only if f, fx, f2 belong to Lr.

We need the two-dimensional version of an inequality of Hardy [4] (see also

[11, Vol. l,p. 20]).

Lemma 2. Let r > 1, cx <r-\, c2< r-\, f(x, y) be a nonnegative function

defined for x, y > 0 and

(3.3) F(x,y)= T Tf(u,v)dudv       (x,y>0).
Jo  Jo

If fr(x, y)xc'yCl is integrable over (0, oo) x (0, oo), then so is {F(x, y)/xy}r

x xc' j/2 and

,2 (   roo    roo Ï l/r

<

Uoo    roo i L/r
J    f\x,y)xc>yc>dxdy\    .

(r-cx- \)(r-c2- 1)

Proof of Lemma 2. The next elegant proof is due to Professor Alberto Torchin-

sky, who was so kind to allow the author to publish it here.

Making use of the substitutions u = xu and v = yv (omitting primes in

the resulting integral) and then applying the integral version of Minkowski's

inequality yields
l/r

^1/      /     i//   f(xu,yv)dudv\ x^y°2 dxdy\

r\      r\    (    roo     roo \  1A

< /    /   < /     /    f(xu, yv)xc'yC2 dxdy >     dudv.
Jo Jo   [Jo    Jo J

Performing the substitutions xu = x   and yv = y   (omitting primes again)

results in

Hence (3.4) follows immediately.
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Proof of Theorem 2. (i) We proved in [8] that, under conditions (1.4) and (1.5),

if f G L then the double cosine or sine series defining / is the Fourier series

of /. Then we apply [2, Theorem 1] in order to obtain (3.1).

(ii) Let p and q be positive integers, and let F(x, y) he defined by (3.3). It

is known (see [9]) that if / e L, in particular if f G Lr, then series (1.3) is the

Walsh-Fourier series of /. By the first three conditions in (1.4), we conclude

that

(3.5)       F(2~p,2-q) = 2-"-q f   [ f(x,y)D2P_x(x)D2„_x(y)dxdy
Jo Jo
2"-12'-l

= 2 ¿2   ¿2 Ujk - a2"-\,2i-V
j=0   k=0

D2P_x(x) = i

Here we also used the fact [3] that

2"   for0<x<2_i

0     for 2~p < x < 1

On the one hand, by (3.4) and (3.5),

oo    oo
(3.6) EE4-1,2í-12(p+í)(r-13

p=l q=\

oo    oo     /.2"',+ 1    /•2",+ l   r /~>i \\r / \2r

where

G(x,y)= [   [  \fi(u,v)\dudv       (x,y>0).
Jo  Jo

On the other hand, by monotonicity,

oo    oo
r-2

p-7) EEajk(Jk)
j=\ k=\

p+i    i  -,i+i
r-2

oo    oo 2"+,-2  2'

^EE4-i,2'-i E   E (Jk)
P=\ q=\ j=2p-\k=2"-\

oo     oo

^"-2|EE4-um2^h1.
p=\ q=\

Combining (3.6) and (3.7) yields that (3.2) is proved.

4.  A LOWER ESTIMATE IN CASE   r = 1

Theorem 2 is no longer true if r = 1 . However, if we define

M(x,y)=  sup {s00(x, y), s2P 0(x, y), s0 2„(x, y), s2„ 2,(x, y)}
P,Q>0
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in the case of series (1.1),

M(x, y) =  sup s2p 2,(x, y)
p,q>o     '

in the case of series (1.2), and

M(x,y)= sup s2p_x 2,_x(x,y)
P.q>0

in the case of series (1.3), and substitute M for / in (3.1) and (3.2), then these

inequalities hold for r = 1 .

Theorem 3. If ajk > 0, then \\M\\X > CSX .

Putting Theorems 1 and 3 together yields the following

Corollary 3. Assume condition (1.4) is satisfied.  Then M* and M belong to

L   if and only if Sx < oo.

In particular, the Ll-integrability of M* and M is equivalent.

Proof of Theorem 3. We prove it in the case of series (1.3). Clearly, if 0 < x <

2~p and 0 < y < 2~q then by definition of the Walsh functions

2" — 1 2" — 1

V-i,2«-i(^)') = EEaji     (p,q>0).
j=0   k=0

Hence

oo    oo 2P - 1 2« - 1

(4-1)     iimii,>eE2"^"2EE^
p=0q=0 7=0   k=0

oo    oo

= 1211^     E     2-"-     £     2--1>C51.
j=0 k=0 p : 2p>j + \ q : 2">Ar+l

Analogous straightforward estimates show that (4.1 ) holds in the case of series

(1.1) and (1.2), too.
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